
   
 

THE WAVES AT THE WINDOW 
Rob Coker 

 
You were born a poor, bright boy; not athletic or gifted with size; clever, 
though. 
 You survived high school by making the popular girls – and the bullies 
– laugh. Your teachers disapproved because they believed you could do well, 
go far, if only you applied yourself. 
 After school you took a job in a warehouse on seventy-six pounds per 
week. You never had so much money; but you were bored. You stuck it out, 
though, and they got you in the office when they heard that you consistently 
completed half of Monday’s orders every Friday afternoon. 
 You became a team leader at twenty-one; a supervisor at twenty-three. 
Your salary exceeded twenty-thousand pounds, which was not bad – not bad 
at all. 
 The girl you loved in school grew to become a beautiful woman. You 
married and she gave birth to your first child when you were both twenty-
five. When you returned from paternity leave, the place was a mess, so they 
promoted you again. Just as well really because on your twenty-sixth 
birthday, your wife told you she was pregnant. 
 You bought a four-bedroom house in the village but you had to drive, 
every day, into the city for meetings, meetings, meetings.  
 You skipped lunch but gained weight anyway. 
 For years your two children would wave at the window as you left the 
house, until the eldest turned ten and preferred the extra fifteen minutes in 
bed; the little one emulating its sibling. Then your wife ceased to offer her 
hard kiss in the mornings. 
 You found out about her affair: a younger man with a master’s degree; 
a teacher. 
 You divorced. Your eldest was arrested for possession of cannabis on 
the same day your mother died. Your colleagues began to smell liquor on you 
in the mornings but were always too polite to mention it. The headaches 
came in oscilloscopic waves like the frosted patterns on the glass partitions in 
the office, where you spent too much time. Too much time. 
 Your cancer made you impotent; your libido left you the same day 
your wife did. Your piss burns like acid as your hair recedes like a bay 
beneath a full moon. But that’s alright because you watched the fire burst 
overhead as it tore across the sky, deafening in the sonic boom it caused on 
contact with the atmosphere. It struck the sea about thirty miles out. The 
tsunami will be upon you soon. 
 There it is: destroying the horizon to the east like the fist of a furious 
god. The far edges of the city collapse under its force as it roars closer to the 
tower you occupy alone. You look at the invoice in your hand, a meaningless 
item. A paltry tear drops onto it. The waves hit the window. 


